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Abstract-Although there is a great deal of work on facial animatic’n, there is not much research on the 
effect of jaw motion on the movement of the face. The complex nature of the jaw bones makes it difficult 
to implement all the motions the jaw can do. The human jaw has :wo widely separated identical joints 
behaving like a single joint. Widely separated joints of the mandible (lower jaw bone) allow it to translate 
in any direction and/or rotate about any axis in three-dimensional space although its movements are 
somewhat restricted by physical constraints and patterns of muscle activity. A simplified jaw model which 
covers the major movements of the jaw is proposed in this paper. The lower jaw in the model can rotate 
around the axis connecting the two ends of the jaw and make small translational motions in any direction 
in 3-D space. The face is modeled as a two layer model which is attached to the jaw. The inner layer of the 
face moves kinematically as dictated by the jaw. The outer layer moves with the effect of the springs 
connecting it to the inner layer. The motion of the outer layer is calculated using spring-mass equations. 
Eating and chewing actions are simulated as applications of the model. CQ 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A movable jaw model for the human face for 
simulating eating and chewing actions is developed 
in this paper. The model is implemented in Jack+ [l], 
which is a system for displaying and manipulating 
articulated geometric objects. The main problem for 
chewing is to do appropriate jaw motions while the 
mouth stays closed and the face skin remains 
connected and realistic. The face model is composed 
of upper and lower jaw bones, upper and lower teeth 
attached to the jaw bones, and a two-layer skin 
model. The inner layer of the face is attached to the 
jaw bones and moves kinematically as dictated by the 
jaw bones. The outer layer is attached to the inner 
layer with springs. Each outer layer node is also 
attached to its neighbors with springs. 
The human lower jaw articulates with the upper 
jaw by two widely separated joints, which could be 
described as the two halves of a single joint. The 
movements of the mandible are complex because to a 
limited extent it can translate in any direction and/or 
rotate about any axis in 3-D space. This structure, 
together with the associated jaw muscles, allow 
human (and other mammals) to process food very 
effectively [2]. 
The jaw is modeled as a joint which can rotate 
around an axis connecting the two ends of the jaw 
bone and make small translational motions in any 
direction in 3-D space as in the real jaw. In this way, it 
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behaves as two widely separated joints, each can 
rotate around the axis connecting them, and the lower 
jaw bone can make small translational motions. 
The inner i ayer of the face is modeled as two pieces; 
the upper part and lower part. The face is separated 
into two parts along the mouth. When this layer 
moves by the movement of the jaw bones, the outer 
layer also m’oves as dictated by the springs between 
outer and inner layer nodes. The springs connecting 
the outer layler nodes to their neighbors provides that 
the outer face layer (face skin) remains smooth and 
connected during jaw motion. A simplified view of the 
two-layer face model is shown in Fig. 1. 
2. PREVIOUS WORK 
Previous efforts for facial animation [3] can be 
divided intc three broad categories: parametric 
models [4]; structure-based models [5]; and physics- 
based models [6]. In parametric- and structure-based 
models, the effect of jaw motion on facial animation 
is not addressed. Terzopoulos and Waters developed 
a physically-based hierarchical model of the human 
face [6]. The model incorporates a physically-based 
approximation to facial tissue and a set of anatomi- 
cally-motivated facial muscle actuators. The syn- 
thetic tissue is a layered deformable lattice of point 
masses connected by elastic springs. A numerical 
simulation computes large-scale tissue deformation 
by continuously propagating through the lattice the 
local stresses induced by activated muscle fibers. The 
two-layer spring-mass model described here is similar 
to Terzopoulos and Waters’ model except that it has 
a movable jaw whose parameter motion is kinematic. 
The motion of the face skin is determined by the 
spring forces due to the jaw motion instead of 
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Fig. 1. A simplified view of the two-layer face model. 
anatomically-motivated facial muscle actuators. 
Although Baragar and Osborn [2] have described a 
jaw model which relates patterns of human jaw 
movement to biomechanical constraints, nobody has 
incorporated a truly dynamic model of the jaw into 
facial models to the best of the author’s knowledge. 
This is because of the difficulty of the task. Using a 
jaw model whose motion is kinematic is easier to 
incorporate into face models. 
Kunii el ul. [7] propose approaches for an 
automated evaluation of jaw occlusion and chewing 
ability. Their approaches are for the evaluation of 
the load on teeth and of the grinding process and can 
be used for computer-aided diagnosis of occlusal 
disorders. However, they address the problem of jaw 
motion modeling as a future research subject. I 
propose a mechanism for motions of the lower jaw 
which involves plain interpolation of positions of the 
lower jaw as a rigid body as stated in their paper as a 
future work. 
3. FACE SKIN GENERATION DURING JAW MOTION 
When the lower part of the inner layer of the face 
model moves as a rigid body with jaw rotation, a gap 
occurs between the upper and lower part of the inner 
layer. This gap is closed by the outer layer which is 
like real face skin (see Fig. 1). 
To generate face skin points during the jaw motion, 
a spring-mass system on skin points is formed. When 
the jaw moves kinematically for each time step of an 
animation, the inner layer of the face also moves as 
dictatlzd by the jaw. The outer layer points, which are 
attached to the inner layer points, move with the effect 
of springs connecting them to their neighbors and 
inner layer points, until the springs come to rest. In 
other words, when the jaw moves a little, the 
differential equation solver iterates until the springs 
come to rest (when the kinetic energy of the nodes is 
below a certain threshold value). 
In order to get a stable spring-mass system. each 
outer layer point is connected to all of its 
neighbors using springs as well as to the inner 
layer ‘anchoring points’. To make the outer layer 
points, resistant to twisting and shearing, each point 
is also connected to the anchoring points of its 
neighbors. The spring connections between the skin 
point:, and their neighbors and between the skin 
point!, and corresponding inner layer points are 
shown in Fig. 2. 
3.1. Spring-mass equations 
The equations of motion for the face skin with n 
nodes can be written in Lagrange’s form as follows: 
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Fig. 2. The spring connections between a skin point and its ne ghbors and inner layer points. 
Mgx+C&x+f~(X) =f(x) (1) 
where x is the position vector for the model points (T 
denotes the transpose): 
XT = [x:x;xf] 
and x, represents the position vector of the point i. 
where i= 1.3. ,YL 
M is the mm matrix, an ~zxn diagonal matrix 
which contains masses of the model points as 
diagonal elements, and C is the damping matrix, an 
ti xn diagonal matrix which contains velocity-depen- 
dent damping coefficients of the model points as 
diagonal elements. Velocity-dependent damping ele- 
ments dissipate the kinetic energy in the model so 
that the model comes to rest after some number of 
iterations. The velocity-dependent damping coeffi- 
cients are set in such a way that the face model 
behaves in a critically damped manner to achieve fast 
convergence. 
f, = -k (11’11 - r)1 f = -f slll(l’h u 
where f, and fh are the forces on a and b, 
respectively, II = a - b, r is the rest length. and k, is a 
spring constant. In Equation (3), the spring force 
magnitude is proportional to the difference between 
the actual length and the rest length. 
The total spring force acting on a point i in the 
model is the sum of the individual spring forces 
between the point and its neighbors and also between 
the point and its anchor points on the inner layer of 
the face model vii is the spring force exerted by node 
j on node i): 
f(x) is the external force vector and fK is the vector 
of spring forces acting on the model points to 
represent elastic properties of the model. Since I 
move the lower jaw kinematically, the external forces 
acting on the skin points are zero. In other words, 
the inner layer of the face moves with the lower jaw, 
k(i) = Cfij+ Cfix 
EN, ktA, 
where N, are neighbors of node i and Aj are anchors 
of node i on the inner layer of the face. 
The dynamics of the deformable face model are 
which is attached to it kinematically, and the outer 
layer of the face moves dynamically as dictated by 
the spring forces connecting its points to the inner 
layer. 
The spring forces between a pair of particles at 
positions a and b (Hooke’s law spring) are [8] 
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Fig. 3. Initial and final appearance of the face during jaw motion (open mouth). 
simulated through time as follows. For each frame of 
an animation, the jaw joint moves and the inner layer 
moves as dictated by the jaw joint. The points in the 
outer layer (face skin) moves from their current 
positions to their new positions after a certain 
number of iterations of the differential equation 
solver, in other words, until the springs come to rest 
approximately. 
The system of second order ordinary differential 
equations is integrated through time using different 
techniques such as explicit Euler, midpoint and 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods with adaptive 
time-stepping [9]. 
4. SIMULATION OF EATING AND CHEWING ACTIONS 
To simulate eating, the mouth should be opened to 
a certain degree to take the food mass into mouth 
and should be closed after taking the food mass. I 
have simulated jaw motions for mouth opening and 
closing while the face skin and lip shapes remain 
realistic’. To make the shape of the lips appear 
’ A movie file simulating the eating and chewing actions 
which can be played using movieplayer program on Silicon 
Graphics@ workstations can be obtained from the author 
ria ftp. 
Fig. 4. Initial and final appearance of the face during jaw motion (closed mouth). 
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Fig. 5. Still frames of the adam’s apple during t’he :swallowing motion. 
realistic, I put additional springs between the upper 
and lower lip points near the corners. Otherwise, the 
lower lip moves completely with the inner layer and 
separated from the upper lip on the corners during 
mouth opening. Figure 3 shows the initial and final 
appearance of the face during mouth opening. 
The main problem in simulating eating and 
chewing is to do appropriate jaw motions while the 
mouth stays closed and the face skin remains 
connected and realistic. I simulate the chewing action 
as periodic opening and closing of the jaw joint up to 
a certain angle. To achieve realistic lip shapes, the 
lips are treated as rigid bodies. The lips are 
transformed as rigid bodies kinematically according 
to the movement of the jaw. In other words, I don’t 
change their positions during the solution of the 
differential equations. Figure 4 shows the initial and 
final appearance of the face during chewing action. 
I also simulated another important feature of 
eating behavior, which is the swallowing motion. 
During the swallowing motion, when the food passes 
to the esophagus, the ponwn a&znzi (adam’s apple) 
first moves upwards and then downwards. To 
achieve the swallowing motion, a throat is added to 
the face model and the coordinates of the points of 
the throat corresponding to the adam’s apple are 
changed kinematically during the swallowing mo- 
tion. Figure 5 shows still frames of the Adam’s apple 
during the swallowing motion. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A movable jaw model is added to a synthetic face 
to simulate eating and chewing actions. Our face 
model is composed of upper and lower jaw bones, 
upper and lower teeth attached to the jaw bones, and 
a two-layer skin model. The inner layer of the face is 
attached to the jaw bones and moves kinematically 
as dictated by the jaw bones. The outer layer is 
attached to the inner layer with springs. Each outer 
layer node is also attached to its neighbors with 
springs. The main problem for chewing is to do 
appropriate jaw motions while the mouth stays 
closed and the skin remains connected and realistic. 
The work in this paper could be extended to 
simulate other features of eating and chewing 
behavior. Some possible future extensions are: 
The arm motions could be simulated for insertion 
of food mass into mouth (feeding). 
Typical material properties of food stuff could be 
simulated. Different foods have different elasticity, 
stickiness and viscosity. 
Food mass reduction during chewing could be 
simulated. 
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